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SPONSOR PACKAGE



WHY GOBIKE?

Since its inception, GObike has developed into one of the 
leading voices for sustainability, safety, connectivity, and 
health in our city and region.

We’re building a culture of health in Buffalo and Western 
New York, and working to improve access and safety on 
our roads, sidewalks, trail and greenways to make it all 
possible.

GObike’s voice is passionate and authentic, and it has our 
audience’s trust.



WHY RISE COLLABORATIVE?

We’re here to introduce your brand to all of its future fans. Allow us to make 
sure your ideal audience is seeing your message. Nearly 20,000 accounts 
follow Rise on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 84% of them are under 
age 40, and 64% of them are women. That is a whole lot of people who, 
statistically speaking, have stopped watching traditional TV years ago, but 
are highly engaged on mobile and desktop social media. 

When we produce the next video that connects directly to our audience, 
have your business’ name tied directly to it to build brand familiarity and 
likability.
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EVENT PERFORMANCE 
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EVENT PERFORMANCE 10WHAT’S NEW FOR
SKYRIDE 2024? 

EXPANDED PROGRAMMING: 
Year 10 celebrations will include a VIP party and night ride the Friday night prior to the event. 
Participants will gather at Silo City for a reception, then turn on their lights for a ride to Outer 
Harbor through its bike trails, and return to Silo City. The visuals will be stunning, and create a 
lot of last minute hype for Sunday’s ride. 



EVENT PERFORMANCE 10WHAT’S NEW FOR
SKYRIDE 2024? 

EXPANDED PROGRAMMING: 
Year 10 celebrations will include a less formal Saturday morning ride with East Side Bike Club to 
emphasize that this is a major city-wide bicycling weekend in Buffalo which adds to 
newsworthiness.



EVENT PERFORMANCE 10WHAT’S NEW FOR
SKYRIDE 2024? 

IMPROVED PRE/POST PARTY: 
Outer Harbor has migrated its concert venue to the stage they’ve been building for two years. 
This gives our team an opportunity to fully brand the stage with presenting sponsor banners 
and flags, hold a captive audience’s attention for sponsor speakers, as well as invite a band to 
perform at the post party.



EVENT PERFORMANCE 10WHAT’S NEW FOR
SKYRIDE 2024? 

POTENTIAL RETURN TO 33/198: 
We are seeking quotes from traffic control services and the Buffalo Police in order to 
reintroduce Humboldt and Scajaquada Expressways into our ride route, which would have a 
massive impact on attendance. The cost of securing one side of these additional expressways 
may increase operating costs considerably, by as much as $20,000. 



EVENT PERFORMANCE 10WHAT’S NEW FOR
SKYRIDE 2024? 

NEW DATE OF 7/21/24: 
Working to build consistency from last year, we continue to place SkyRide one week after Taste 
of Buffalo, so that local riders come to know exactly when to expect it. 



EVENT PERFORMANCE 10BUILDING ON OUR 
SUCCESS

FINE-TUNED MACHINE: 
Beyond flashy additions to programming, our team has been focused on improving this event’s 
details. We’ll be ensuring all participants are addressed at one time, in one place by GObike and 
presenting sponsor speakers, we’re streamlining registration, building in more directional 
signage, and training our volunteers to have all the knowledge they need to guide any 
participant. 



SPONSOR DELIVERABLES 

TAGGED ON SKYRIDE SOCIAL MEDIA*

INCLUSION IN SKYRIDE EMAILS, ALL SKYRIDE WEB PAGES*

TENT & TABLE PRESENCE AT FRIDAY, SUNDAY EVENTS*

FLAGS/BANNERS AT FRIDAY, SUNDAY EVENTS*

CROWD ADDRESS AT FRIDAY, SUNDAY EVENTS*

LOGO ON ALL POSTERS, BIZ CARDS, RIDE BIBS*

UP TO 30 COMPLIMENTARY REGISTRATIONS* *P
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VIEW ALL SPONSOR OPTIONS FROM $500 - $55,000 BY CLICKING THIS BOX. 

Email teddy@gobikebuffalo.org to claim sponsorship at any level.
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https://gobikebuffalo.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/SkyRide-2024-Sponsor-Opportunities-TABLE2.pdf
https://gobikebuffalo.org/wp-content/uploads/2024/04/SkyRide-2024-Sponsor-Opportunities-TABLE2.pdf
mailto:teddy@gobikebuffalo.org


THANK YOU!


